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Neoxen takes learning technology to SQL Azure 

Neoxen Systems has today announced official 

compatibility with Microsoft SQL Azure for 

their award-winning Learning Gateway 

product line.  

 

Neoxen Learning Gateway, the Neoxen flag-ship product for educational institutions, 

is now officially supporting Microsoft SQL Azure for secure data storage. Among the first 

solutions in its market segment the new release offers an option to take advantage of 

the benefits provided by the most advanced cloud technologies – Microsoft Azure. 

 

“Our ISV community is alive with innovation, and we’re committed to helping our 

partners drive the next generation of software experiences,” said Ross Brown, Vice 

President of ISV and Solutions Partners for the Worldwide Partner Group at Microsoft. 

“Adding compatibility for the latest Microsoft technologies helps ISVs to stay ahead of 

the competition and give their customers access to cutting-edge technologies.” 

 

“Compatibility with SQL Azure is a remarkable step ahead paving the way for our next 

generation cloud based services.”, says Tero Toropainen, Technology Director at 

Neoxen Systems. “Our platform allows our customers to scale their usage according 

their needs even better than before. We already support Azure as a virtual data center 

and now we can streamline the system even further – and cut the costs of the 

infrastructure. This allows significant savings for our customers.” 

 

Building out an infrastructure for an educational institution that supports dynamic 

scalability can be expensive, complicated and time consuming. Forecasting the highest 

possible demand, building out the network to support peak times, getting the right 

servers in place at the right time, managing and maintaining the systems are non-

trivial. Windows Azure is the Microsoft resolution to this challenge. Windows Azure is a 

foundation for running applications and storing data in the cloud - all in a secure 

environment with over 99.9% uptime. 

 

 

  

http://pinpoint.microsoft.com/en-us/applications/neoxen-learning-gateway-12884943907
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsazure/
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Neoxen Systems - Neoxen Systems is an established Finnish software company. We 

develop internationally certified learning and information management solutions for the 

educational market. We work closely with leading research centers and global 

technology providers to help you to succeed in your mission. 

 

Neoxen Systems is a long term Microsoft Gold Partner and Microsoft Authorized Office 

365 Advisor. We are a leading Finnish expert in Windows Azure and Office 365 for the 

educational market. 

 

The company is headquartered in Turku Science Park, the "Silicon Valley" of Southwest 

Finland. 
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